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Abstract: The current paper studies the relation between 
the algebraieity of a eategory and its factorcategories. We 
show that a factorcategory of an algebraic category need not 
be algebraie, and we bring some sufficient conditions for a 
category, not to be a factorization of an algebraic one. 
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The notion of an algebraic category was introduced by 
J.R. Isbell. It is a category which can be fully embedded in 
some category of algebras. Algebraic categories were studied 
intensively (see D ] f U ] f [5] and other papers by Z. Hedrl£nf 
L* Kucera, A, Pultr and V. Trnkovd). It was later shown that 
under the set-theoretical assumption J4 assuming that the-
re is not "too many" measurable cardinals, every concrete ca-
tegory is algebraic. Furthermore, the assumption Jit was 
shown to be critical (r5])# The eurrent paper studies the re-
lation between the algebraieity of a category and its faetor-
eategories. We show that a factorcategory of an algebraie ca-
tegory need not be algebraic, and we bring some suffioient 
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conditions for a category, not to be a factorization of an 
algebraic one. 
We emphasize here that a factorization of a category is 
for us any functor from this category onto another one which 
Is one-to-one on the class of objects* The category dual to 
the category of all sets and mappings ( &£&* }, and several 
other common categories (e.g. that of complete boolean algeb-
ras ( ( B ) , compact topological spaces C Cowf ) , and the 
dual to the category of abelian groups C AJb * ) fall to be 
algebraic under /noiv It , as It was proved In [53* 
It la to be noted that the non-algebraicity of Set* la es-
sential there; the non-algebraicity of the others follows 
from this fact. Throughout this paper we shall use the word 
"algebraic" exclusively in the sense "algebraic under 
/ootv JA ", similarly "non-algebraic". 
We obtain that e.g. Set*, &, Comjv , and Mr* fail to 
be factorizations of algebraic categories* It is proved In 
[63 that every category is a factorization of a concrete one* 
This result, then, cannot be strentghened to the assertion 
that every category is a factorization of a concrete algeb-
raic one* A generalization of the main theorem from [5] and 
our above mentioned conditions imply the non-algebraicity of 
other categories, the non-algebraicity of which could not be 
proved by the methods introduced In C53» 
The present paper has four sections* In the first one 
we Introduce conventions and recall some definitions and theo-
rems which will be of use later* In the second one the not5 >n 
of an F-measure and the main theorem from [51 are general 1-
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zed. Further, there are conditions sufficient for a catego-
ry, not to be a factorization of an algebraic one, here* So-
me corollaries are given* In the third section we study the 
category of relations. It is proved here that it has no small 
left adequate subcategory, and it fails to be algebraic* In 
the fourth section there i*s an example of factorization of 
an algebraic category onto a non-algebraic one and farther 
similar examples* 
I am much indebted to A* Pultr, who introduced me to the 
topics of factorizations, and helped me throughout the whole 
work on this paper* I had also a valuable conversation on 
these questions with Z. Hedrlin* 
I 
1.1* We work in the Godel-Bernays set-theory sometimes 
assuming the axiom mxyru i t (see 1.18) . The c lass of a l l 
cardinal numbers wil l be denoted by On, , that of a l l ordinal 
numbers by Otrv , and the cardinality of a set X by I X I . 
1.2* We use the language of the theory of categories 
which i s in current use. The c lass of objects of a category 
& wi l l be denoted by ol° , the c lass of morphisms by 
^ , I f I J e f c 0 , tHea % C X , y ) denotes the set of 
morphisms of % from X to y • By %* w e denote the 
category dual to % identifying %*° with %* and 
& * C X , y ) with S t C X , y ) for every X , Y e &° . The 
composition i s written from l e f t to r ight , i*e . the composi-
tion of £ , X —• y with fr : y-~> Z i s ffr . Subcate-
gory ie denoted by 6 . I f « C t , p , t ^ « i s a 
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functor, then its restriction to OC is denoted fey F/OL . 
Shirking of % (notation &Jh (%) ) is such a thin cate-
gory that S*,Cft)0 - & ° , and Sto,(fa) CX,y) * 0 iff 
k C X , y ) * 0 , for every X , y e & ° , A functor 
F i % — > X is a retraction if there is a functor J : X —.>-
—* & with J F - 4^ . 
X*3* The category of sets and mappings is denoted fey 
Set . Let us introduce notation for some mappingsi 
*£ : 4 - 4. 0 i — » 2 « * 0, 4 } is defined fey Oi-j. = ^ 
< * - 0,4) 
^ : >| — y j[ denotes the constant mapping to x 
C.x e X , X G £«£°) . 
^A ; X — > 2 is the characteristic function of A 
CA S x , X e fi*i°) . 
For x e X we write %# instead of fo^ • By the sa-
me symfeols we denote the corresponding morphisms in the ca-
tegory Stt * . 
*•*• definition* Let $ ; % —> & fee a functor* $ 
i s said to fee a factorization i f $ i s onto & , and one-
to-one on the c lass of objects of &» . 
**5* Definition* Given a category % and an equiva-
lence ^Xyy o n & ( X , Y ) f o r every I . T e &° , we ca l l 
the col lect ion { ^ y ) I , y e J l
0 ? a congruence on % i f 
C V X , y , U , V e ^ ° ) C V f , c / € fcCX.YHVJfc* &CV,X))CV,fo, e 
€ ft/ Cy, l i ) ) Cf ~ M 9. —-> fJfc ^xtM ty*
1 & M,f ~Vfy **><&>) . 
Notations We shall write only ^ inst*-*id of 
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"̂ X-Y'» X, y € %° } , and % /'v will denote such a ca-
tegory that ( tl/~ )° ~ %° and %/~(X,J)~ 
- ftCX,y)/~x>y for every I J e f c " . 
*•£• Remark* Apparently every congruence on a category 
til determines a factorization % — • &/<v , and con-
versely we can assign to every factorization $ a congruen-
ce <v such that £ <v 9, iff f § * ^ $ . Throughout this 
paper we shall interchange the notion of factorization and 
that of congruence. 
*•?• Definition. A collection of ordinals A = 4cf̂ ,«, 6 If, 
where I is a set, is said to be a type. 
J«8* Definition. Let A ~ kg^,*, e I \ be a type. Deno-
te by H ( A ) the category the objects of which are all 
pairs <X,41l4u,ie II > ( X c S«t°, R; s /
; for eve-
ry 4, 6 1 ) and morphisms from < X,{&+,,4, & 11 > to 
<y, i 3i , i 6 l l ) are all mappings f ; X — • Y with 
X\,£ & S~i for every i e I . Denote by £ * X U 2 * ) 
the category of graphs. 
1.9. Definition. Let A s ^ o ^ , ^ 6 H be a type. The 
category of algebras of the type A is a category A(A)f 
the objects of which are all pairs < X, inix^ p £ e I*> whs-
re X is a set and w^ : X • X are mappings. Morph-
isms from <X, <mK± , I e I 3 > to <y, -(i>i,*«l}> are 
all mappings £ J X — > Y with ^ £ m £ D ^ for every 
i € 1 . 
3-*10* Definition. A category & is said to be algeb-
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raic if there is a full embedding J : % — > £-
Remark* The original definition of an algebraic catego-
ry (Isbell) is the following! % is algebraic if there is 
a type h and a full embedding J ; & — > A (h) (hen-
ce the word "algebraic")• 
It was proved in t3l that both definitions are equivalent. 
-£•!!• Hot at ion. Let % be a category, iA^,l e I 1 
a collection of its objects, where I is a set. Then by 
% (kA\,, i C U ) we denote a category, the objects of which 
are all pairs <X, i JU ,-ieI}> ( X e %', ^ £ %(Ai,X) 
for every i e I )• Morphisms from <X,<3t^,^6l?> to 
^ -f, ̂  5^, ̂  e 13 > are sueh morphisms £ c & (X, Y) that 
9>f c &j, *or every f e £4, and i e l . 
!*12» Theorem. If & Is algebraic then every 
fo(iAji,,<l e 1?) is algebraie, too. 
Proof* See t53. 
1.13. Definition. Let % be a category, Ci £ Ifc • 
Oi is said to be a left adequate of & , if the only 
transformations from fo C-, X)/( 01 — > & C-, Y ) VOL are 
t^ with £ c & ( X , Y ) ( g,r* » ^£ for every 9. e 
€ JtCA^X) and arbitrary A e <X° ) t and if distinct f 
and ô  induce distinct f f and t?« • The notion of a right 
adequate subcategory is defined dually. If Ct is both a 
left and a right adequate of % , then it is said to be an 
adequate of % . If there is a small category (K £ fo 
such that Ct is a left adequate of & , then fc is said 
to have a small left adequate subcategory• 
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I#14. Theorem* Let & have a small left adequate sub-
category. Then & is algebraic. 
Proof: See l2\. 
^•15# Theorem. Let OL , & 9 ft, be categories, and &> s 
S 56 £ % . Let £ be an adequate of & , and (X a left 
adequate of X . Then CI is a left adequate of & -
Proof: See [1]# 
^•16» Notation. Denote by P~ a functor from Set* to 
Set defined by XT~ * vcfiX for X £ $*t*° , and(A^£F"« 
«-U«X,xf eAJ for f e S«±*cy,X), A s y -
I#17# Definition. Let at 6 Cm. . A mapping (Li XP~—> 
— M P " is said to be an oC -additive measure, if for every 
set A with IAI .^ oc and for every mapping £ - A — • .XP~ 
there is x e X with £(i> » £ k>xT~ . If $t * ^fT" tar 
some f e X , then it is said to be trivial* If contrary, 
non-trivial. 
Remark, A classical definition of an cc-additive measu-
re is the following* A mapping (c from &tp,X to 4 0,4} 
is an oc -additive measure if for every collection -CA^icI} 
of disjoint subsets of X with I 11 *£ cc we have 
(UAJ)M, S . S A J / O , - The equivalence with our definition Is 
obvious (see £53). 
I*21* Axiom rtum, M i For every <£ ei Cm, there ex-
i s t s a non-trivial oC -additive measure t̂x : XT~—P 4T~ . 
I I 
I I . 1 . Defi: l ion. Denote by Jf the following subca-
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tegory ©f &at* s 
y ° m 6*t*° ~ iOi , 
<f(l94) « u07^ % » <sa,i) * o , 
$(X94) x U , x e I j , yC4,X) - 0 for X * 4,2 , 
SfC2,X)« ^ , o ( i I K tfCX,2) ~ 0 for X * 4,a , 
y c x , r ) « o if x * r and x , y * M , 
<?CX,X)-* <4XJ for every X 6 jf° . 
For X e £ f 0 - - H , 2 ? denote by ffx the f u l l subcatego-
ry of *f generated by the objects 4 , 2 , X * 
Remark. SP i s isomorphic to if , and *? has no small 
l e f t adequate subcategory* 
I I . 2 . .Definition. Let IL , V be s e t s . JH * *£„: li —* V , 
•x e X 1 be a col lect ion of mappings t cc e Cms , A mapping 
^ j &—> y i s called an ct -additive JA -measure i f for 
every mapping f: A — • U with IAI -6 oc there i s some 
* e X with £$*, -» ££n . 
An i l -measure i s said t r iv ia l i f there i s some X0 e X with 
(i> * f^ . Otherwise i t i s cal led non-trivial . 
I I«3« £em££. Let l i , V be sets* cc e Cm. , TO » 
2r«mo^C.7f0, I VI ) . Let ^ ; XP*—> 4P~ be an oc-addi-
t ive measure and id * < £x : U — • V, .x e X ? be a c o l -
lect ion of mappings, for AA, C IL, *r e V put i l (AA, «r) * 
» «£ a e X ,-u,£ » nr I . Then j£ : U,—• V , defined by ALJIZ * nr 
i f f Cii C-u,,/IP))^ =r 4 , i s an oc -additive Jfl -measure. 
^ o t f - tor every u, e t i we have ^ J4 Cu. ,^) * X . 
Since IVI -6 oc- f i t follows that there i s the unique ir e V 
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with (M(AL,Ar))(L ** 4 . Thus ~i i s a correctly defined 
mapping* To show that (L i s an cc -additive -M -measu-
re consider some mapping f - A — • IL with IAI s£ oc . 
Define £i A x Y - + > XT" by < < <L,<W> )7 ** fi(a,£, <tr) 
for every ct e A , ir e Y . Since I A x Tt -6 «c , i t follows 
that f ft. s fJtê  P~ for some * 6 X . As 
(ViteU-X-i4>f{L s « r s CM(4^ff4r))ft « 4 s jc e it U.£, <tr) S &£€#** <tr) , 
we have £(L s £ f and thus ^ i s an oc-additive _M. -
measure* 
Definition, (L i s said to be induced by (tc . 
The following, generalises a theorem from [5J| the proof 
i s a simple modification of that given in £5 J* 
II.4.Theorem (trum, M )• Let % be such a category 
that «f s ft/ , and tfCX,4) ~ &CX,>f) for every X e tf°-
- 4 4 ,21 . Then % i s not algebraic, 
I I »5* Corollary (mou M )* .Set* i s not algebraic* 
H»6» Theorem ( m-cm-M ) • Let & be a category t tf fi 
c & and k(X,4)-=£fCX,4) for every X e tf°-<H,-U . Then 
& i s not a factorization of any algebraic category. 
Proof* Let Ct be algebraie, $ : OC —*> % be a fac-
torization* Suppose that fo° = Ct° and X $ » X for e-
very X e Oi° . Let J j Ct — • £- be a full-embedding* 
denote by D the natural forgetful functor D s £ < — • S e t , 
and put P « J D / ft > £*t. Put cc» *mxiJfcC.tf0 14PI, I2.FI, 
t a C . 2 , 4 ) l ) . Let ^ j JP" > 4P~ be a non-trivial 
cc -additive measure. For every x e X choose arbitra-
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r i l y some £M e 0L(X,4) with & $ « - • * , . Let j& fc 
« < £̂  F* XF—• 4F,x 6 X ? . Denote by jZ' the oc -additive 
Ji -measure induced by (JL (see I I .3 )* Since J i s a f u l l 
embedding, i t follows from the addit ivity of $L that there 
i s some £ © X and %-c e OL CX, 4 ) with %-̂ f - %c and 
<^|F » gl # Choose some K^m OL(27X) with ^ f <$ « ^ | . 
Let us show that Jfcj F<E * J ^ ? F £ | F : As I2FI £ pc , the-
re i s some £^ F e M with JH.f Ff* F » J^-jF^: « % P o f̂ F , 
i t follows that Jxc £y =. ^ e ^ c > and Cjfccf ) $ - Xf & -
« C H><^ fy^) $ = t4 « Therefore necessarily x =• f , and 
K^ Fj£ z*.h,fF£f F . Put £4 » Jhf £f , and let *&f,re fit 
be the set of a l l $ -preimagea of A,0 , Then we have (I £ 
£ \0l,(294)\ & oc , For every f c fi put X % « 
- *x e JC,x 4= f ^ f j t - ^ J . Apparently X - * f I - ^ xr . 
F i s fa i thfu l , hence for every 9* € (h there i s irr € 2F 
with # r ^fF #. ^ ^ F ~ a r . Then M C i r r ^ F , c t r ) e 
rS .X - X ^ for every *y e /$ , because x e 
e M.(Arr*VfF , a,r) i f f J tr r A|Ff x F « a r , i . e . 
oc £ X^ . As Jft.yjli,f FfD = J&.yJlV|F£|F« A y ^ P s a r ,we have 
(M(Jfy> *Vf F, a/^))ft * 4 . Therefore CX^)^ = 0 for every 
1f 6 (k and as £ -fe ©o also ( V X y )fi* - 0 . Thus ne-
cessari ly ( 4 f i)(i> m A 5 which i s a contradiction. 
I*»7» Corollary {men M ) • Se t* i s not a factori -
zation of any algebraic category. 
I I . 8 . Lemma. If % i s a factorization of an algebraic 
category, then every category ft C-tA^,^ c H ) i s also a 
factorization of an algebraic category. 
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Proof: Let $ : OL — • & be a factorization, and let 
OL be algebraic. Suppose that OL° * fo° and X|> * X 
for every X € OL° . For every object < X,-££.$, ,•£ e If> of 
%«Ai,lel\) (see 1.11) let < X,*I*.t, -£ e I } > bean 
object of the category OtC<Ai,-i 6 I }) such that 
(V-c e I) CY^-e <XCA^,X)) (9, c l i 3 <^§ e JL-t ) . Denote by 
Ci* the full subcategory of OLCiA^yt ell) generated by 
these objects. We can suppose that if < X, < Hi .> k> e i ? > 4-
#-<r,«Cfi-Lfi€l*> then <X,<Ii,i 6 1J > * <Y,*3k,* e I}> , 
for we can add more isomorphic copies of any object to the 
category Ci' „ By 1.12 0Lf is algebraic. To define a facto-
rization $': Ol9-^• hUAj, , I e I I ) , put <X,<Jji>leIl>&ss 
* <X,<5^,i, e n > $ , f$* .»£# . It suffices to verify that 
f$ e %«Ai,leU)'m' for every f € CI9"* . let 
£- < X , ^ I . i , t e I*>~-» <y,<Si, , ^ 6 l - > be a morphism of 
Ct* , and let 9̂  c JL̂  for some <l e I . Let î/ c OLCAi9X) 
with .-rv$ = g, , i#e. M, e Xj, . Then *tf € S^ and 
(to*£) § * ^ f $ £ S L . Therefore £$ is a morphism of 
the category % Ci A4, ,^ e I H • 
II* 9* Corollary (/nxj-n, W. ). The following categories are 
not factorizations of any algebraic category: 
the category of complete boolean algebras C.B) , 
the category of compact Hausdorff topological spaces ( Ccrnvjt)} 
the category dual to that of abelian groups ( Mr*) . 
Proof: In [5] it is proved that S-e** can be fully 
embedded into & , JUb>*« X± f I e I i ) and 
CoTfufi «Yj.,j. € J J ) for suitable 4 Xi , I e I } and 
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The following two theorems will be needed in the follo-
wing. The proof of the first one is a modification of the 
proof of the theorem from t5l quoted above. The proof of the 
second one is analogous to that of II.8. 
II«10. Theorem (mon, JA )• Let Jt be a category, S -» 
Q tf°-</(>2? be a proper elasa* Let for every X e £ be 
Jx ; ^x — * & ** «-rt>«<*<*ing with (% (X , 4)) Jx = 
* fofXJx, 4J% ) , and let \ Jx -» \2%% for every X,X' e £ . 
Then & is not algebraic. 
II«11« Notation. Let 01 be a category* ^ Q OL 
For every X 6 tf°--M,.2} denote by OLx the following 
subcategory of (X : 
aj « <4,2,X? , 
0tx(2,4) . a(2,4) , a x(4,2) =. 0 , 
a x < x , 4 ) « ct(x74) , a x c ( , x ) -= o , 
ctx C2,x) , a (2,x) , a x c x , 2 ) = o , 
axC4,4) - <i4%9 «XC2,2)« * V , CtxCX,X) « <4X* . 
--^•12» Theorem (lucrrt Id )« Let Ct be a category, if £ 
£ a ° . For every X e tf°--N,21 given a functor $ x : ^x ~~* 
—> 9>x with X$ x « X, 2$ x m 1 and 4 $ x « 4 , such that 
a l l $ x are factorizations, then OL i s not algebraic. 
I l l 
I I I . l . Definition. Denote by %& the category of 
sets and relat ions , i . e . 3Ut° * S e t ° - < 0 } , and X«iCX,y)-= 
« * £ , H S X x .X 1 for every X , Y c Xe£° . The compo^ 
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sition is defined for R € Se£ C J, Y ) and T« Xel C Y, Z) 
by HT-={<x,r>cXxZ,C3^ey)«x^>eRA<^*)6T)} . 
Notation, Let Jt c X * X", x e l , f e j * , Pat xX » 
I l l * 2 . Lemma. If Jlel has a small l e f t adequate subca-
tegory, then i t has a one-object l e f t adequate subcategory. 
Pro oft Let Ct be a small l e f t adequate of l e£ . We 
can suppose that OC ia a f u l l subcategory of Hc£ , and that 
there i s some oc e Cm, with oc e Ct° and IXI »£ oO for 
every X e 0L° , I t ia eas i ly aeen that OC ia also a right 
adequate of He£ « By 1.15 i t suffices to show that the f u l l 
subcategory of &e£ with one object cc ia a l e f t adequate of 
OL . Let X , r e Cta , and *. : R-t-tC- , X ) —* £e£C~,y ) be a 
transformation of the covariant hom-functora on i t . Putting 
I XI = p> £ oc , we get X * •( x r , r
 e ft ' • Let J € Ue£ C oc, X) 
and J c XeX CJC, oc) are defined by J * i <T» *r >> ̂  € Z3 * * 
J=r - C < * r , r > > r « ft * • Obvioualy JJ » 4X •
 P a t K--CJ)r 
and R = JX , x ia induced by R , for CT)r *(TJJ)x. » 
.sTJO)tr»TJ.R-rTK for every T e H e £ C o c , X ) . 
--I--»3. Theorem* lleX has no small l e f t adequate sub-
category. 
Proof. By III .2 i t auffices to prove that HeX has 
no one-object l e f t adequate aubcategory St , aayf the object 
of which ia oc , oc c Cm • Conaider an arbitrary aet X with 
oc -< IX I . We have T * U ^ J x - y T for every T e 
'ft ©& 
eJfe£Ccc,X).To define r ; JteZ Ccc,X ) • Xe£C<*,X) put 
/*>*-^<r»*TT- where f r * T T if | r TI«-IXI,rT~ X 
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i f lyTI «- IX I . Verify that x i s a transformation of func-
tors on % . For arbitrary H e He£ (oc, oc ) and T e 
eTUZCoc.X) we have (RT)*. * U < r J x r -*T , and 
OL) Tt,» K (U</3? * I f ) * U « r } * U pT). I t suffices to verify 
/3tf* f r<-« /5€^R 
that U A T s *-J-,AT • l r&' * * , hence i f 
1 U a T U l X l then there ia some ^ r ^ with I/&TL IXI , 
i . e . ftT.X. If IU /IT I < IXI then l/STI < 1X1 for 1 per* ' 
every | 3 e y X . Thus tr i s a transformation. If x were 
induced by some 5 e Ret C X, X ) then we would have n^S « 
»<1f.} for every /£. e y , for {< 0,^>}tr * f<0 ,^>} =» 
-U0,y,>}£** iOl x <%£ . Hence C<0}><y)jSai < 0 } x y f o r e -
very y s X . But by def init ion of x , we have 
« 0 5 x y ) t s 4 0 J x X for any )* | X with i y I - IXI . Thus 
X cannot be induced by S , and % f a i l s to be a l e f t 
adequate of JLe£ . 
I I I . 4 . Lemma. Let T : S#**—* Set be a faithful func-
tor , cc e Cm, , cc Z 4Co, ^ : XP"—* 4P~ be a non-trivial 
«c -additive measure. Let Ji » {Jfe^P; XP—-MP,x eX } .Then 
the cc-additive M -measure fu induced by (JL (see I I . 3 ) 
i s non-tr iv ia l . 
Proof: See T5.U 
1 1 1 fS* Theorem (man, M )• .Ret i s not algebraic. 
Proofs .Denote by J : .Set*—> "Ret the f u l l embedding 
defined by X J a X , f'J » <<*f , * > , * e X * for every 
f e Set* Cy, X ) . Let f9 i .Ret —* £, be a f u l l embedding, 
O t <4>—+S*t the natural forgetful functor, put P * P* D . 
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Let ot o muxjc Ctf0,MFI , \2F\ ) and <-i;XP~—> 4T~ be 
a non-trivial oo -additive measure. Putting JA » 4 Jfeg, JP : 
: X F — • 4F, * 6 X J , denote by ^L the «£ -additive i l -
measure induced by (uu . By I I I .4 fE i s non-trivial , too. 
The additivity of ^ , in virtue of the fact that F' i s a 
fu l l embedding, guarantees the existence of some T& Jlei (X ,4) 
with fZ « TF . We have T -# 0 . Let us suppose the con-
trary: Considering £ x e Set* (2,X) , we obtain £xJF£r-» 
8 ^x JF OF s OF . Since UP I 4 <*, there ex i s t s 
f 6 X with £ x JFfE-r ^ x JP4t f JP * l4 3T . F i s f a i th -
f u l , hence A,A JP * OP . Thus T 4. 0 holds. So we can 
write T » A x 4 , where 0 4- A s X . To get a contradic-
tion with the non-tr iv ia l i ty of jcE , i t suff ices to show that 
IAI -» 4 , i . e . (L * (*Cx0}x 4)F-- jfej, JP for some x0 6 X . 
Suppose that there are x, <y. & A with x 4* %> • We have 
%% J(.Ax4)» 2x4m^3(Ax 4 ) . As P i s f a i th fu l , there i s some 
* e 2T with Cir)C2x4) F # ><i 0 3F . Denote by f the 
mapping from -Cx ,^] to XT defined by xf m (Mfc JF , 
tyf a(fr)%qf 3T • Now, the additivity of (& guarantees 
the existence of some f e X with f fZ =- £Jfc/e JP . x -# ^ 
implies * + f or ^ 4. f . Let e .g . x 4. £ , Then 
( * ) ^ J F f l * (*-);(,* 3F*, f JF«(Jer)^0JF4-(jer)C2x4)F -
- C*r)^JF(Ax4)F m (1r)iK3F(Z . 
Therefore ft # C A x 4) F for any A with IA I > 4 . 
Remark. By 1.14 the preceding theorem implies that under 
/rum. Jit 3UX has no small left adequate subcategory. Theo-
rem III.3 states mores 3UX has no small left adequate 
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subcategory independently on set-theoretical assumptions. 
IV 
IV* 1» Notation. Denote by 3 the following assumption: 
There exists a proper class C S Cm, such that for every 
cc e C there is H^ S oc2 such that the full subcatego-
ry of Q- consisting of objects <oc, Hoc > for every 
oC € C is discrete (i.e. besides of identities, it has 
no other morphisms). The negation of this assumption will be 
denoted by mxytv D # 
Remark. It is easy to see that D is equivalent to the 
statement that no big discrete category is algebraic. It is 
not known, whether 3 is independent on .M or not. 
IV»2« Theorem (ttuyrv M ). There exists a non-algebraic 
category which can be obtained as a factorization of an al-
gebraic one. 
Proof: We shall construct two examples of algebraic ca-
tegories which can be factorized on a non-algebraic catego-
ry; one assuming aurn* 3 , the other assuming D . 
(1) Denote by *3Jt the subcategory of &*£ ? the objects 
of which are all cardinals and the morphisms are all one-to-
one mappings between them. This category is algebraic; e.g. 
the mapping oc — > < vc, i <#-, <T>, <f # cT', <y> ̂ e oo J > 
define.s a full embedding of Kfls into fy> . Denote by 
Cootd, the thin category such that CaKcL0 s C<n,° and 
ok —.» £ iff oo ^ /S for every ©6, ft e On, . Let $ s 
ilfft,—y COJUL be the unique functor with oc.$ =. ©& for 
every «o € Cm, <$ is a factorization. Moreover $ te 
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a retraction, for we can define a functor J ; CXXHXL • 33t 
by o o J » oc 9(oo —•/S)Js= £-ctf{i -where -froc,fi *
s t n e inclusion 
of cc to /3 . It i s known that under mxyrv J Ccoui i s non-
algebraic., (It i s easi ly seen that i f there were a f u l l em-
bedding F; Cxxnxt —> Q. then there would exist a proper 
c lass C £ C*rv such that . 1 ^ /3F(/3~-> oo)F ^ ocF for eve-
ry ©o e C . Then we can choose some x^e ccF-AJt/JFC/3->oc)F 
for every «o € C • Consider the f u l l subcategory of 
Hi<2,A"$) consisting of objects <oc,-CXoc,-foc^l i > , whe-
re cc 6 C and < oc, HoC> » ocF . Obviously i t i s a big 
and discrete category, which contradicts to msyn, 3) # ) 
(2) Let oc € Cm, , put S = o c x { O f and for A £ oc put 
X = A x <0J • Given oc € Cov , (3 e ac , then denote by 
£3 J oc. — • 2 the mapping such that tf£fr -=» 1 i f f T -^ 
2: /3 ; T e cc . Further denote by $>
 J ^ — * oc- the mapping 
defined by r <>Y* ~ T i f T ^ , T 2 P ) r^o * ° i f 
*y € oc- , v -< /J . Assuming J , denote by R 2 £ So for 
every co e C the copies of &00 (see IV. 1) on cc under 
the bisection <f —> < y , Q > . Let fo be the f u l l sub-
category of X ( * M , 4 , 2 , 2 } ) consisting of the following 
objects: 
<2,-C<0i,4 0 J , l a , i < 0 l 0 > , <0 ,4>,<1 ,4> M > , 
< « , , « O J , 0 , 0 c 2 , • c < r , ^ > , r < ^ , r ?
c r e <*** > f o r eve*y 
o o e C , o c > 2 , 
< « c , iO , 0 , 3 1 - , 0 I > for every * e C , o c > 2 . 
I t i s easy to verify that we have & C2,oc) =r 0 , 
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fcC2,£)-*0,&C<Sc)«0, &Coc,Sc)*-0, ft CSo ,«.*)*> 0 ,%&,%). 
= 5€i:C5c,2), SVC«,oc)*5-ztC<x?oc), foCoc,2)*r f f^ ,<3 e oc, l3 ̂  0 ? 
for every oc , oc* e C with oc 4- oc', oc, oc' *> 2 . Apparent-
ly the following i s true for every /3, ^ e oc , 7- > 0 : 
fl^ify-Jlo ^ P-*r,9j»*r-W,A> if r * P . Define 
a congruence '•v/ on % ; Let g>, r̂ € fc'm' , then g? ̂  i|r 
as soon as one of the following conditions i s f u l f i l l e d : 
(a) 9 m y , 
(b) There i s some oc 6 C, oc > 2 such that 9?, tpe JtCoc,2) , 
9 * t ^ V 8 " ^ B where A ,B S 00 with IAI * A -= IB'I , 
(c) There i s 00 £ C . % > 2 such that 9 , y e fo Coc, 2 ) , <p =* %A , 
Y ** K* * where A, B fi oO with IAI > 4 or A « 0 , and 
IB( >4 or B » 0 • 
This defines correctly a congruence on & , as we have 
Si(2,X) * 0 for every X e fc° , X 4* 2 and &CX,oc)-*0 
for every X e %,° 7 X 4» 5c . Denote by V% the class in 
%/~ containing the characteristic fixnctions of all one-
point subsets of oc , and by V% the class in & /'v 
containing *£0 % oc — > 2 . As other classes in % S*v con-
sist of one point only, we shall denote them by the same 
symbols as their representatives* To show that l^/v is 
not algebraic, construct functors J^\ t̂ -.—* %/'* CoceC,oc:> 
>2,oc,»oc-'ii)})fulfilling the assumptions of II«10. Pttt 
*J«,« 2 , 2^-* oc, oc'J^ « oc, < t ^ = l?, **A3m- +f, 
1&3>css<i'a> -*7J J * - % for every (i e ccf . Obviously a l l 
Joe are emb eddings t and 
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k/~ (oc,2)~ fc(oc, !)**{% ,flecc} ft > 01 zriJk^J^, fie ec$ . 
Therefore fc/^ is not algebraic, though it is a fac-
torization of an algebraic category & . 
IV.3. Proposition (moiv M )• There exists an algebraic 
category which can be obtained as a retract of an algebraic 
one. 
Proof. As a consequence of III.5 the category 3teC 
(see III.l) fails to be algebraic. We shall show that 
SJh (TUdL) (see 1.2) is algebraic and likewise it is a re-
tract of Refc . To define functors 3: SH(KoJt)—> Se£ , 
$;JU£ • StvOLU) put XJ«X, (X-+Y)3~XxY and 
X $ » X , . R $ « X — • Y for evary TL e JU£ CX, Y) .Obvious-
ly J and $ are functors and J is a coretraction of 
$ . SliCHel) is algebraic since it is a thin category 
whose all objects are mutually isomorphic. So it is isomorph-
ic to a full subcategory of Cfr> consisting of a proper class 
of copies of the same rigid graph. 
Remark. The preceding example can also serve as an ex-
ample of a category without a small left adequate subcate-
gory, the retract of which has a small left adequate. By 
III.3 Be£ has no small left adequate subcategory, while 
apparently an arbitrary object of SKCI-eX) generates its 
left adequate subcategory. 
IV.4• Proposition. A retract of a category with a small 
left adequate subcategory need not have a small left adequa-
te. 
Proof. Let *WfL and (UuccL be categories considered 
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in IV.2 (1) . Obviously CaxxL has no small l e f t adequate 
subcategory* OcuvcL i s simultaneously a factorization and 
a retract of ^ . To show that Wl has a small l e f t ade-
quate, consider the following subcategory S? £ 7Zt -. X° = 
m <4,2l , &<<\,2)~ii0,iA1 , X<2,4) ~Q, XC4,4)»4^} , 
•£ (2 ,2) m i4z} . fo ver i fy that X i s a l e f t adequate sub-
category, consider a transformation trj WlC-,oc)/&—> WlC-,fi)/*C 
for some oc , ft e "371* . Define f: oc —• ft by -̂-f -• cT i f f 
(fe^)*: • Jtê  for every -y e oc , aT m. ft . I t i s easi ly seen 
that f ia one-to-one* and induces t£ . Obviously two d i s -
t inct f, 9^J oo — • /S induee dist inct transformations from 
mc-,<*,)/£ to wt(-7ft)/£ . 
IV«5« Remark (man,J\l). Under ]) the category V i s a 
minimal non-algebraic category, i#e» every proper fu l l subca-
tegory of i t i s algebraie or isomorphic to if • 
Prooft I t suffices to show that the f u l l subcategories 
t£, % (generated by the c lass i ?
0 - i4,2} ) f if^ (genera-
ted by if0--C-l?) ,and i^ ) (generated by V°-i4} ) are 
algebraie* 
¥^,± ia a big discrete category* fo define Jj J ̂ — > £-
put 2 J-, « <4,(?>, ccJ, « <oc, Xoc> for ot e C, ©c -> 1 (see 
IV.l) (the functor J^ i s not defined on the whole catego-
ry ££j , but on i t s f u l l subcategory which i s isomorphic to 
9^ )• Obviously Jf i s a f u l l embedding* To define J ^ : ^ ^ 
->JLC<4,4,2,2}) pat 4J, • <2f«0i,i0i,2\«0i0>,<0t4>7<4,4yny9 
^j2^<x>c,«oi,o,'K<x, <<r,<r>,?< <r, <r, < ê <* ** > . 
It is easy to Verify that J a ia a full embedding. 
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(We identify again 9% with its full subcategory which is 
isomorphic to it.) 
*v»6. Remarks In the introduction we formulated the pro-
blem, whether algebraieity is invariant under factorization* 
It is solved negatively by IV#2# So farf a similar problem 
remains open: Is algebraieity invariant under factorization 
which is simultaneously a retraction? Under mxyn, D It is 
also negatively solved by IV#2 (l)f but our example given in 
IV.2 (2) under JD deals only with a factorization, and not 
a retraction. 
Let us recall another problem which seems to be of inte-
rest with regard to the examples constructed in this paper: 
Under which assumption can Theorem I#14 be reversed? In par-
ticular: Does there exist a complete and cocomplete algebraic 
category which is not thin, and has no small left adequate 
subcategory? 
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